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POLYHEDRAL REALIZ KIION IN R 3 OF TRIANGULATIONS 
OF THE TOR s AND 2-MANIF DS IN CYCLIC 4-POLYTOPES * 
~bstnct. Given J map M or, a 2-manifrrld trf penu J > I, *t is snerally slot knosrn when is the map 
ge~~nlcttically cmbe&iahle in R*. Suffinent cnndmons are given here in case M is a triangulation 
of the turua. Thsac conditions MC based on iiami tunian circuits of certain tjpcs and on other 
&cu&s in the *en map. In the *tieral ca suft icient eonditionr of a different nature are given. 
AM, the Z+iimensional skckr~?~~ 4 the cy~hc r)-po~tope~ are studied, from the p&t of view of 
the Z-m+mnafoids cantatid in thenr. 
5 1. lntmduction 
A temukahlc thc’orcm of Steinitz for convex polytopes (see [s] Sec- 
tion t 3.1, Ot (4 1) 3swrts that it’gKiph G is realizable by a 3-polytope 
tic., isomorphic to the graph of the vertices and edges of a Mimensional 
convex polytope) If and only if G is planar and 3-connected. A weaker 
fcwm of one direction of Steinitz’s theorem is: For every map on the 2- 
sphere with 3-connecttx.l graph, there exists an isomorphic map in R3 in 
which every “country” is a convex polygon. ;. 
The analogous tatelment when the map on the Z-sphere is replaced by 
a map on any Mim~~nslonal 4osed connected oriontable manifold with- 
out boundary (we call such a map “3 polygonization of the manifold”‘) 
is not true (SW Theorem IS). 7 he question arises: what restrictions must 
be imposed on the map for the above statement o be true? In particular, 
WC know so‘ INI counter-clxampk to the conjecture that for each poly- 
gonization of a manifold, in which every “country” is trianguiar (with 
a This is a part of the author’s Ph.D. dissertition, written under the supervision of Professor 
Ii. Fiintcaberg, and submitted to the Hebrew University in June, 1969. 
z&es not necessarily straight; we eaIl such a map “a triangulation of the 
manitM”‘), thrire exists an isomorphic snap in R’ in which each country 
is a triangle with strai&t edges [we call such a map “a polyhedral realiza- 
tion in R3 of the given triangulation’“). This probkm has been raised 
kforc (see QSj Exe&e 13.2,3), and/, with the exception of a single 
“f;;lper ii63, dealing only with one partkular CM), it seems that there is 
no serious treatment in the mathematic=aif literature. 
In 83% we investigate the family ?f &iimensional cyclic polyiopes. 
We find that the only manifotcfs co:>tained in the ?-dim~msional skeleton 
of such a polytopc are tf x 2-spfterc and the torus. (It turns out that, in 
contrat;t to some other polytopes. see 1 i 1, the cyclic polytopes ate not. 
rich in manit‘olds.) Moreover, if the manifdd is a torus, it contains all the 
vertices of Ihe cyclic polytope. This kads to the following sufficient 
condition for a ttiangudation of the toa& to have a polyhedral realiza- 
tion in R3 : the existence CI~ asimple closed path through alt the vertices 
of the trjanguM:~n such that every ttiangle in the triangulation has an 
edge on tiitt p3143. Study of more complkated polytopes, in 54, yields 
another amiition, which inch&s the prkous one as a particular case, 
In (j 5, we find further sufficient conditions, for the mcrrz general case 
nt’ pdycroni2~tiorn of a manit’old. An interesting side result (Theorem I 
is fbt hxmwcted planar graph may be rectilinearly embedded in a 
1) 
given convex polygon in such a way that any pwassigned non-separatiw 
circuit in the c;tph 6provided that it contains a sufficient number of 
vertkxs) is mapped onto the boundary of the polygon,, and the remainder 
of the graph is mapped into its interior such that every Countr!r is convex. 
5 2, Definitions and notation 
We use the notation of 18). 
fkfinition 1, IA E be a topological space. A set c1 c E is cakd an ~-CM’ in 
the wi& sms~‘, briefly 3n i-&z II, if u is homeomorphic to an i-cell (in the 
usual sense ). 
A Mim~vzsir>& tqmhgicd t eN cw~pk~x is a finite collection C of 
i-cells in the wide sense (Q< i< 2) in E such that 
(a) the intcrwction of any two cells in C is either empty or a cell in C; 
it0 for any celf 41 in C, the union of all the cells in C which are proper 
subsets of (I IS the bcrundary of u (in the topological sense). 
KY will denote the union of all the ~11s in C’. 
A particul;tr c;1sc of 3 c Z-dimensional topologiCa1 cell complex is any 
coll~tisr9 C of convex cells (in the usual sense) in a Euclidean space E, 
which satist‘les the :dme conditions. In this case, we simply call C a 2- 
dimensional wll complex. An example is the Mimensianal skeleton of 
any convex polytope. 
lkfinition 2. Let M be ;I closed, conne&!& orientable, Mimcnsional 
manifold without boundary ~briefly, 2 -manifold 1. A po&~onization C’ 
of M is a 24rnlexionaJ topological ~11 complex C such that 1 Cl = hf. 
In this C;LSC, ajach ‘2-clpll (1 -cell, O-~11) of C is also called a face (edge, 
vertex) of 1’% A polygonization, all of uvhose faces arc ;nangles, is called 
also a triangulation. By “the genus of the polygoniration C”’ we mean, 
of COUEX~ the genus of the manifold M. 
Ddinitiam 3. Let C be a polygorrization. A polvhed~al rc3&ation of’C . 
in Nd is a 2-x ‘; d,nlensional cell complex embedded in a ddklxnsional 
Ikzlidean space HJ and isomorphic to C 
Our problctn can n0w be formulated as follows: Dncs u3tv tr&zvguliz- . 
tifm, irt pWicrrltis u trimgtrhtior of th torus, hw u pc/!rh.hul rediza- 
rim rn R . 3*) III any caw, it is well known (SW 181 Exercise 132.3) ti9at 
every triangulation has a pg4yhcdral realization in RS. 
The f4lowinp simple theorem is our main took 
Ikof. T&e polyhedra! realization is obtained by taki.ng a Schlegel dia- 
gram of P an any sf its facets. 
All the graphs whkh we consider are without double edges and with- 
llebul loops. An edge in the graph (or in a. triangufation) with vertices a,, 
g2 is denoted (a,a2),, and a facx tit a triangulation with the vertkes 
‘1 ?,,a3 is denoted @p2u3)~ A pat11 through that vertkes ul, a2. . . . . ~3, 
is sxier is denoted&+ a2. . . ..a.X..@l~e (aiUi+l) is an edge for each 
E ci<n.)Ifai+aif~rttach I (ifj<:nancfa,f4,fof.cach I<i<rt, 
the path is si~@e, athc*wise it cuts iits#. If’ in a simple path u1 # an, ahe 
pa,tb is apen and tfre vertices cli, a, are the ends, If a1 = a,. the path is 
&BOY and is called also a circuit. The k&z of a simple path is z he num- 
kr of vertices on the path. The graph of a palygonizatio~~ c’ is the graph 
of vertict”s and edges of C. The distance between two vcrtkes u1 o a2 in a 
graph G is II- l$ where n is the length of a path in G of minimal fcngth, 
the ends of <Akh are q c a2. 
Instead oi ~snv {xr , ‘.. F x, 1 we shall vitc is, . . , x, ] . Instead of uving 
“the con~plex 6’ is such that f Cl is a manifold”” we simply write “the ” 
complex C is a manifold”. 
$3. Manifolds in cyclic rdpo8ytom and triangulortbns 
komwphic to such manifolds 
T’b rb--on;ept of cyclic po’sytope and the fallowing two th~or~nts, 
which we quote without proofs, are found in f 8j Section 4.7. 
Thtf mmwt etmv t, is the curve Rd defined parametrically by 
r;(s) = (t, tt, . . . . PI 9 --<t<QQ. 
j;cc’iu.4\j = o)(v- 3) , 
+!qCf?h 4)) = i u(ti ..!) . 
Theorem 9. If M c skd2 C(u, 4) is a nrcrnij;u~d of genuq g, {hen g G 1. 
Aroof, Let MC skel, C’(u,B) be a manifold of genus g, and suppose that 
~8 of the verti :es af C(u, 4) are in ICI [PI G v). Let e and f be the numbers 
of edges and triangles in Al, respectively. 
Gale‘s eljsenness conditialr implies: If YJ, 2, w are vertices of C’{u,4) 
fhen ppw] is ;il facet of CW, 4) if and only if the set {.Y.)I, z, W) is a 
unia~~ af twa pairs of adjacent points on the moment curve L,. Hence. 
the convex hu’lt A of three vertices of C(u, q)r is 8 Z-face of d’(u, 4) if and 
two of the vertices of A are ad_iai*cnt of L,. 
re are at most N edges in M the vertices of which ate rrdjacent on 
and ea& of them is contained in exxtly two triangles of M. Nmx, 
PM. By E~ler’s theorem we have ~-e+ j z=: 2( 1 --g). E-ach edge in M is 
0 amtaincd in two trianglrs of M; hence, 2~ = 3$ 1 t follows that 3,~ >f = 
2n---4(1 -g). i,e.gG L 
PrQof, The gemis of M is g = t . ThNefore. in t5te proof off thiit previous 
theorem there is equality whenever there is wmk inequality. In particu- 
Lu, WC have f = 2 n, whm II is the number of vertices nd j‘is the number 
of rtian&s SI M The edges of Cl@, 4) whowr vtlrtices arc’ adjacent of L, 
form a circuit of length u. The suhgraph of this circuit spanned by 14 
vertices contains less thaa II edgt-s, unless n = if) or II = u. For the mMfold 
M to contain 31 triaq$les, it must contain pi edges whose vertices are ;nd- 
jaccnt on L,, and this is possible only if tt = IL Hence, n = u, f’= 2~. 
Every edge in M is usntained in exactly two triangles of M, KSNZ~, 
exh one of the Zu trhngies of M contains exactly one edge the vertices 
of which are adjacent of L,, since exactly G such edges exist. Therefore, 
if & $5 the ccfosd path in the graph afM through all the vertices of ,iV, 
WC& that the order of the vertices on L 3s the same as their order (XI the 
moment ~r(irve L,, then t is simple, and each triangle of M has exactly 
one edge on k. 
In the next theorem we shall see that for evew ~2 7, skclzC(u. 4) 
ind-d contains a torus. Why the con:<tfarction in the proof of Theorem 
4 ftil:; for at C 7 wili be better understood from f 2 ] T’heomn 3, 
Proof. Let U> 7 and let (“(u. 4) be the corrvex hull of the u points xi = 
s(rJ C 1 < i < u) on thv nmoinr*nt curve L,, such that tI < l2 < . . . < t . 
L,et II he the simplicial compllex whose members are all the triangle; 
I Xp,,p~+~ I l I-“p~+pi,~ 1. 1 G i 5 u (all the indices are mod u, and in .’ _ 
x0 we understand x). th& edges and vertices. 
By Gale”s mwuwss condition, for each I Q i < u [ _~p~+~ xi+ 2xi+3 1 is 
a facet r$ Cats, 41, Hence, M c skul, C(u, 4). M is homeomorphic to a 
torus bv fig. I, where opposite edges of the rectangle are to be identi- I 
Sied. 
F@. .I. 
In a triangulation of the toous with u vertices, Y edges and f‘ trianples, 
we have 2e = 3f, and by Euler’s theorem u-. e +f= C!, hence e = 3~. 
Obviously, P 6 ‘; ), hence, 3u Q (i). The latter inequality implies u z ‘7, 
hence e* a21 and!> 14. 
Therefore. in a minimal triangulation of the torus there are exactly 
7 vertices, Then 4 = (; ), i.e. the graph of this minimal triangulation is 
the compkte graph on seven vertices. Indeed such a triangulation exists, 
namely the case u = 7 in fig. f , and in (2 1 Theorem 3 its uniqueness up 
to isornsrphism is proved. Its dual (having 7 hexagonal faces, 2 1 edges 
end 14 verti~s) is well known in tht: literature (see e.g. ( 1 S] Section 
4.6) since it Corms ;I tnap on the torus which needs 7 colors for its 
coloring. Csaszdr (SW [6] ) has shown that this minimal triangulation of 
the torus may be polyhedrahy realized in R3. He simply gave the coor- 
dinates of the vertices, and it is not clear how he arrived at this construc- 
tion. 8. Grlinbaunt has remarked (private communication) that the tri- 
angulations of the type exhibited in fig. 1 - as well as the poss!bility of 
and Irt hfE be the set of all the faces (of dimension .._ 1 t 0, I, 2) of the 
fTM3YIberii sf Mi .+ Clearly Al, contains exactly PI of the vertices of C( u, 4) 
and it is easily checked by a diagram that Mn is a triangulation of a 2- 
5pker;r. 4 See fig. 2 for the cast pa = 7.) 
Proof. By Theorem 6. ;111 the vertices of T are 0:: L. So let y! , _v2, . . a y 
u 
be the vertices of T according to their order on L, and let xl. x,, . . . . s u 
be points 0n the moment cuwc L, . in this order. Let C(uA) = is,, x2, 
- Thecrems 2, 3, 7, and the remarks folbwing Theorem 4 may now be 
summarized as follows: 
In [ 21 it was shown that in evew katent trian~frtticx~ of the torus 
thcrc is a path L 1~1th e desired features. Hence it follows that every 
ttiangufation ou’ the torus in which every vertex is 6-valent (for eseh u 
there arif wsataliy many such nonis~:nqhic triangulations with u WI Ziues, 
see 121) has a polyhedral reakation in R3. 
There are many triangulations of the torus which do trot satisfy the 
coMtions of Theorem 9. By Theorem 6, if a trianpul%tion T~atisfks _ 
f!w conditions of Themm 0, then every triangle in T IUS exactly one 
&ge on L. and therefore T can not contain 3-valent vert icesr. However, 
if T has a 3-vaknt vertex x srxh that cancelling x and the edges and 
rriSq$es cuntarining it, ZIP4 Siti adisining a suitable triangle instead (without 
ad&Mng vertices and edges) yields a triangulation 7’@ whicfr :Msfies the 
conditions of Theorem 9, then it is possible to adjoin a vertex and three 
~&es in th: suitable Wangle of the polyhedra1 rcalizatian of T’ in R3. 
thus obtaining a polyhedral reakation in RS of If: In t.hje next section 
O”kor~m 0 21, we will see a geaeralizatiun of this methsd. 
in the ‘i’oUowing theorem we will see another method kjr overcoming 
h difficulties, i.e. by nat requiring the path L to pm through all the 
vertices of tk ;riangulation. This theorem is a generaliza.tion of Theorem 
R&.3. 
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smatt . let 
(0 In gaflkxAar, foi:r I= m we obtak the required ison-rorphisna from 
Tinto ske$P, . By Theorem f the proof is brow finished. 
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Fig, 4. 
Ecumpk. The triangulation of the torlts shown in fig. 4 may be poly- 
hedrally realized in R3 by means of Theorem 9 (or, which is the same, 
by Theorem 10 for the case 1~2 = 0) using the path (I ,5,6,2,8,3,7,4,1), 
also by Theorem 10 using the path (2.3.4,6,8,7,5,2), i-e., here IFI = 1 and 
h, IS the vertex I. 
55. Sufficient condition for the general case of a polygonixation 
In this section, we deal with the general ~:ase orf a polygonization of a 
manifold. We find (Theorem 12) a sufficient condition for a polygoniza- 
tion to flaw a polyhedral rcalizrtion in R3. 
Defmitialr 4. Let G be a Svalent planar graph. A simple closed path F 
in C is called a non-spzrating circuit in G if I;* is a circuit without dia- 
gonals in G and the subgraph G - I;* (obtained from c1: by deleting the 
vertices of F and at! the edges emerging from them) is connected. 
It is well known (~13~ e.g. 14, 71) that every planar graph C without 
double edges and loops is isomorphic to a planar graph C’ in which 
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C’ is not Zkonnected only when there exist Ri and Bj the canwiling 
of which tewes the remaining ~c-u? of G’ unconnected. In tb case, we 
have to show that C nonetheless may be embedded in Ft + /bsume that 
L$ and f$ ark’ the closest o each other on L having this property. At 
most one of the vertices Bi. Bl may be A I or A 3. For natatirdnal Conve- 
nicn~e, assume i c jr IQ # A 3 * ard ’ * -2 F, then by lQ+, we mean A 3 . 
Steinitz’s Theorem irwres the existence of a 3-wlytope P with its 
graph i~morphic to G. Consider rhe Schlegel diqgsrm P” of P on the 
facet with the boundary which corresponds to F. Denote the vertices 
and edges of P* as in G. In the sequel, when speaking about a face of G’,, 
WC ~CW the suitdh face in I’*, The part of the path L between B, and 
Bi w4z der2dte LIj. 
t’anc~#irrg Bi and Bi in G’ separhes f& from each B,; interior to L 
rp 
and BzN JR, are closest o each other on L havirlg this property. Hence it 
is &ar that mzfrn path in G from l?i+t to R1 passes through Ri, l$ or A 2, 
and from this fok~~s easily the existence of 11 face K in rC which contains 
both Bi tad Bt but not A,. 
The vertices B, 33, divide the boundary of .K into two paths CNR of 
which, say 2’. is suc.h that 0~ L, is the boundary of‘ a disc in P)+ which 
cmtains K and doles not contain A,. We cali the interior of this disc 
“the interior domoin” (see fig. 5). Clearly ? I n L, = ia 1p,, Br ) , and from 
each of the vertias on I --but the mk -- no edge emcrgt:s into the 
interior domain. Each vertex inter&r to L, and adjacent o A, has 
valence ot lext 4, Hence, it is clear that there are vertices of I;: in the 
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interior domain. We cancel all the vertices which are inside the interior 
damain, and omit every vei?ex interior to Lii which is not adjacent to 
A 2, and the two edges incident to it on Lfj we amalgamate into a sin@c 
edge. 
The grqh C, which rr;mairi: of G is abviousfy planar. It is also 3* 
connected, for: klete from G‘, any two vertices 6: D, we will scc that 
the remaining raph C; is connected. Choose in it any two vertices. 
Bctwcen those vertices them is a path in the subgraph of G spanned by 
all thr vertices but C D. since G is 3-connected. If 4his path does ttot use 
vertic*es not in (ii, it is 3 pattr in 6; and we are done. If it uses vertices 
not in G; : if it does nut mtcr into the interior domain, it is a path also 
in G; ; if it cntcrs into the interior domain, it also goes out of it, ;jnd 
then .-- except the case where C and D are on lu L,, and separate on this 
circuit hetwe::n the’ first entrance point and the last exit point - there is 
no difficulty in replacing the suitable part of the path by a part of 
1~ Lij. thus &kkg the desircti path in “; . In the remaining case also 
there is no difficulty in obtaining the desired path in G;. fitmce, C, is 
3*onnC~trd. 
G, contain., less vertices ttun G does; hencr it may be rectilinearly 
~rn~t?cidCd in F’ . In this embedding, tht’ boundary of the inte,ior domain 
is H c’onvt’x polygon F, . If the edy,c [l3f l3; 1 does not exist yet, adjoin it. 
T?Ie subgraph I;, of G spznrted by aI1 the vertices in4de the interior do- 
main and all the vertices on Lit. with adjoinmtint of the edge (Bi”Ji, (if it 
did not exist in Cl and cont;;trned in the closure of the interior domain, 
is obviously planat, It 1s also-, S-connected (the proof is like the proof of 
3+zonnectcdness of G, ) and has less vertices han G dor:*;. Therefore, it 
may be rcctilinearty mkdded in the convex polygon with vertices 
qR+ i+l ’ B;. If the eige (f$H,) {if it did not exist in G) and contained 
ii’thc &;hrc of the interior domain, is obviously pi;rnar. it is also 3- 
ttonnected (the proof is like the proof of 5connectedness of G1 ) and 
tras IWS vertices than (; does. Therefore, it may be rectilinearly embed&d 
in tI\e ccwwx ~O~Y~OII with vertices RI, N;+,  . . . . l$ If the edge (BiBi) 
origEnally was not in i;, we defctc [f?,*B;] . Now we almost have the de- 
sired embedding of c’ in 1:‘. Only almost, since a vertex R: ( 1 C s< j! 
which is nut adjacent o Ai is not a strict vertex of the face irr this ~III-~ 
bedding which contains it and Ai as weII. A slight displacement of ~41 
those vertices B: solves this difficulry. 
t 
Fig. 6. 
(see fig. 6), In this ease, let I be maximal such that R,, , Ej , . . . . l3], are 
adjacentnnt.anddenoteB’=Bj,_l,B”=Bli+l (ifjt=12ktB’=AI, 
ifi, =r frt b” = A, I because of the 3~conneetednes of G, the two cases 
cannot occw together). Let G’ be the graph obtained from G by delet- 
ing the vertices Bj, , .._+ l?j[ and the edges emerging from them, and if 
some of the edges (B’R”), (A#), (A$#“) (or alf of them) are not in 
G -- ailso by adjoining them. (See fig. 6, where thoP&‘ edgt~ are not in G . . 
am! they appear as dotted iines.) 
Clearly, G’ is planar and Sconneetted, and has less verkes than G does, 
f-kn~e by the induction hypothesis G’, F) has a rectilinear embedding 
i:t k”’ such that AT corresponds to ki for i= 1.2, . . . . n. In this embedding, 
fet 8: denote the vertex corresponding to B, for 1 < i < r, i + j, , ..*( j!. 
hxa this embedding we obtain the desired embedding of G in F’ by 
adjoining vertices B;I F . . . , $I and suitable edges inside the triangle 
IA;B”B”” 1 and deleting those edges orthis triangle which are not 
images of edges in G. 
The points B< , .,., Bif are to -be chosen in such a manner that the ?- 
calls in the desired embedding which contain the vertex Di or the 
veffe~ B? be C'O~WX. This calls for some csution in the lchaice af the 
‘f 
Pints Bit l qle but a simple examination shows that such a chaice is 
aiiw;lys pmlbfe. 
fj 5. Sufficient condition for the gene&r1 case of 0 pof vpnixtion * 231 
Definition 6. Let T be a polygonization (see Definition 2). T’ is a slrb- 
potrgorzizutio~t of T if T’ is a polygonizat ion such that each face u of T’ . 
is a union of Cicec u1 3 .**w Q, IIN depends on o) of 7’. (Hence each edge ir_. 
T which is the interaction of two of the ai is not an edge in T’, and each 
edge in T’ is the union of the edges on a simple open path of edges in T. ) 
We ~rtive JIQU; at the main conclusion in this section: 
Roof. For each face u in T’ let c+ denote the correspon,?ing face in the 
polyhrdral realization of r* in R3, and let u* denote the graph of all the 
vertices :Ind edges of facts of T the union of which is u. Clearly, u0 is 
planar, and if it is not a circuit. it is 3-connected. 
On each edge in the polyhedral realrzation of T’ in R3 fix arbitrary 
points, the number of which equals the number of inner vertices in the 
path of T which corresponds to this edge (see note in Definition 6‘). 
We obtain the desired realization of T in the following manner: For each 
face u of T’, if’ u is a fact of T, lcave U+ untouched: and if u is the union 
of more than one face of 7’. embed u0 rectilinearly in u’ (see Definition 
S) such that the suit&k ve‘rtices of u0 go to the points pre-fixed on the 
boundary of u’ . This is possible by Theorem 11 p and it is clear that we 
thus obtain the desired realization of T in R3. 
hmtpk. Lea T he the golyponization of the torus shown in fig. 7, and 
let T’ be the subpolygonization of T exhibited in fig. 7 by the dotted 
tines. T’ titisfks all the conditions of Theorem I 2 and ctearfy may ‘be 
po!yh~drAly realized in X3. (This is done in two stages, where the first 
stage is a ptA>%edral realization of the subpolygonization of T’ of the 
typcwj.) Therefore T’ also has a polyhedral realization in I?“. 
One may suppose thst Theorems 10 and 12 insure polyhedral realiza- 
2 ? 
Fig. 8. 
tion in R3 for any triangulation of the torus. To see thst this is uot the 
case, consider the triangulation T shown in fig. 8. Here there arc eleven 
vertices, and the distance between any two of them is at most two. 
Therefore, if there exists a path satisfying the conditions of Theorem 10, 
then, using the notation of Theorem 10, m Q 1 holds, i.e., at most one 
vertex is not on the path. 
The vertex I has valence 4. Hence, if there is any closed simple path 
L through all the vertices uch that every triangle has exac:!y one edge 
on L, the edges ( IQ, (I 5) (or ( 12), (I 3); by the symmetry, we may take 
(14). (I 51 on Lb have to be on L. Hence also (47) and (St;) (or (57) and 
(46)) arc on L. Hence also (62), (73) and atsl:) (39), (28), and @A), (9B) 
are on L, but no\ry it is impossible to GZ~OW L. Therefore, there is no path 
L with the desired properties through ail the vertices of T. 
It may be easily checked that also a path through ten of the vertices 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 10 does not exist, but this exami- 
nation is longer. By the symmetw in Tit is sufficient to examine the 
cases in which one of the vertices I ,2,6,&A is not on the path, i~nd for 
each of the it is necessary to examine all the possibilities for the edge 
(~,,a,,,,) of ‘ii’heorem 10. By the symmetry of T the number of the:% is 
not large. 
Thetrt is no subpolygonization of the typeFEEEEI& and we cannot find 
any other subpoIygoniza:ioG such that Theorem 9 or 10 insures for it a 
polyhedral realization in R 3. The subpolygonization shown in dotted 
lines is “almost’” good. It satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 10 but 
one: it is not a polvgonization at all! There exist berc two different edges 
connecting the vertices 3 and S, 
IS thk tri;lngulation a counterexample to the following conjecture? 
However, we Ao not know any counterexample to this conjecture: 
Cranbaum (see IS 1, Exercise 1X2.3) announ xs that no counter- 
example is known even to the !&ranger conjecture: 
Conjecture 2. ,4?1p triangulation has u polyhedral realization in R3. 

and 
c 
i 
iUi = ‘?y = Cf 
i 
ii 
o-tyf%!(l -.g) (Euler’s Theorem). 
The sum of the ;mgles in a face off with i edges is A(&-- 2). Let F be ahe 
set of all faces of P, and for each 8~ I;‘ let 1~ denok the number of edges 
in 19. The angle-sum of all the faces sf P is 
Now let T he u pI:,pniration of genus > 9 all oC whose vertices are 
3-vnlcnted, alaid WMIW that T has a p4yhedral fealization P in Rd for 
wnw cl 2~ 2. Let ,4,U, (. he thee faces of P which share a vettcx, and 
drnote A r% R + c. A rs C = b (WC fig. 9). B CI R*, hence B w c‘clb: R3 ; 
hence b and c arc in the WTIL‘ R3, htme &J A 1C R3. The same con- 
sickrat ion vk!ds tlut ;rl~o 11 c H 3 , w . D is the fact of P (D + B) with 
4 
Fig. 9. 
;a! <Iommon vertex With A and C. The number of faces in P is finite, therr- 
fore B repeated USC of’ this consideration yields PC R3. But all the ver- 
ztices of P (are 3-vatented, hence alt the corners are convex, contradicting 
Theorem II 4. Thus we hate prc-ved: 
I,Min&m 8. In the dcfiniticm of a poi”y-hedral ealization of a polygon!-- 
zation T (Definition 3) we claimed that the image of cash face of T in 
this rcaljzation be a convex polygon. If we do not insist. on convexity and 
cfaim only that the image be a planar polygon not cutting i&If, with all 
edges ljrsight (two adjacent edges may lay on the same line), wtz get a 
pcdykedral mzlizatiim 4fn the wicie serzse of the polygonization T. 
We do not know if the fast conjecture is true. But if it is fak, then 
the poIygonizations Q and S of the torus, which we are to define now, 
are candidates for ca)un terexamples. 
S is the polygonization dual to the triangulation of the torus with 7 
3 
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Fig. tt. 
Q is the polygonitation af the torus with 9 quadrangles and 9 vertices 
all of which WC 4-valented, such that there exists a simple closed geo- 
detic path through all the vertices (fig. IO). If Q has no polyhedral reali- 
zation in tho wi& scnsc in R3) one may ask for what pairs (m, N) (if any) 
has the polygonislation Q, tl i fig. I 1) of the torus a polyhedral realiza- 
tion in the wide sent iJ!q RS. 
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